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About This Game

Adventure. Gunslingers. Outlaws. Shoot-outs. War.

You’ll find none of those things in the one-horse town of Cow Stone Bell, as Jo will be the first to tell you. Raised by her slob of
an uncle on the far edge of the Wild West, she suffers from endless boredom and longs for the action and excitement on display

in the “dime novels” she spends so much time reading.

But after a letter arrives from the President addressed to her no-good and nowhere to be found father, fate conspires to give her
exactly what she wished for—wrapped up in a journey that will take her further from home than she ever expected.

Unfortunately, Jo is about to learn that a life of adventure may not be all it’s cracked up to be.

Being set primarily in an alternate universe version of the Wild West, Dead End Junction hits on themes relevant to the setting,
such as treatment of the Native American population and the scars left by the Civil War (represented in-universe by the Fuuro

and the Border War respectively); many of which are applicable to life in the world today.

The soundtrack is heavily influenced by music of the era as well, with a mix of original tunes and arrangements of classics like
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home" and "Home on the Range."

Dead End Junction was written and directed by Hidume, the sole member of 773, creator of the acclaimed Cherry Tree High
series and fan of old Westerns like The Magnificent Seven and The Good, The Bad and The Ugly. Their sharp sense of
humor is on full display here, though they do an excellent job proving they can write a serious story with this title as well.
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Localized by the start-up publisher Culture Select, Dead End Junction is a kinetic novel that captures the aura of the Wild West
while addressing social issues that are relevant to contemporary society.
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The game is pretty good man! Qualities that I consider the game has that are very worth noting are the fact it has the castlevania
feel and is overall the most likeable thing about it apart from the great artstyle coming from Leather. This game is what a fanboy
of Leather and the gang need.. Not many VN\u2019s like this one, surprisingly thoughtful with excellent writing. I guess it
can\u2019t be helped if stupid weeaboos who enjoy cookie cutter plots and waifus don\u2019t appreciate it though. I enjoyed
how realistic it was, though the game does get a bit political at times and I can see why that may offend some. Fortunately it
agreed with my political views, so I\u2019m happy!. This is one of those games that when I played through the first time I
thought it was alright. A bit short, very easy, but alright.

Then for some reason one day I decided to replay the game, on NG+, which is still very easy, but for some reason I enjoyed it a
lot more. And then I played through it again and enjoyed it even more.

I don't know why, but for some reason it seems like the game gets better the more times I play it. Maybe because I find new
ways to skip parts of dungeons by bringing in keys and such from other areas, which is always fun?. It was a bit confusing at
first especially if you suddenly coop with a stranger in the initial hours of gameplay but after like 2-3 hours of playing this
game, you'll find yourself thoroughly immersed in the plot of the game. You can pick either your own personal OC or you can
pick a character based on the game having their own story\/lore. The battle mechanisms kind of gets repetitive and boring
sometimes because it is turn based, sure but later on you'll find that you definitely need to use a lot of your brain power to defeat
multiple enemies. Play this game for the storyline as well as the good graphics~ It will definitely be a favourite for you in a
shortwhile.. I can't change the gamemode! Please i need help finding out how i tried!. terrible dev
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Good, fun game, free, short, and full of surprises and fun ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ thats how i like it xd, i dont really get the
game, still, its nice to mess around with it.. Amazing high quality artwork that gives an interesting insight of the development of
the game, and of course some never before seen stuff which is definately worth seeing for any TY fans!. I used to regret having
bought this since it was little better than shadowplay. Now it is much better. It has minor advantages like changing source
volumes so your mic is easily louder than your game and more complex advantages like specific bitrate, GOP size, and
keyframe interval. The ability to fine tune your pre-record buffer is also nice as well as the various overlay options.

Originally, I got it as shadowplay couldn't handle certain older games but now I prefer to use it.. good game, quite enjoy it, but
lost the fun everytime I take the corners. And there's no option to customize key mapping.

and, lack of customizable stuff beside buying horn sounds dlc from the store.. "I'm going to paint the town red".-Caleb. I really
like this game. It is old school in graphics and text, but modern in the storyline, and balanced well with the levels and power. It
definitely has replayability because you can take various paths throughout the campaigns. Also, it is easy to learn which is great
for me, personally. You can tell that the creators put thought into it and test played it before releasing it for purchase.. 3 great
levels, 1 solid AR with attachments, and various goodies.. I say this add-on is not bad it's just the railway is a ''Quiet Zone.''
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